This presentation suggests that creating more options for all individuals is a way to move away from alienation toward liberation, and attempts to clarify this change process by looking at some of the forces which stand in the way of increasing options. It deals largely with the issue of limitations imposed on individuals by virtue of their sexuality. The author maintains that rather than recognizing the duality of human existence wherein both sexes have what are called masculine and feminine impulses, we have forced each sex to specialize and cultivate only one set of characteristics and deny the other. This makes for alienation within the individual and polarizes the sexes, making communication between them more difficult. The author concludes that it will require active efforts to effect attitude changes that lead to cooperation between women and men, and among people, to overcome the barriers that have for so long existed. (Author/HHV)
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I would like to develop a theme to speak to the title of the Congress: Work and the Individual: Alienation or Liberation, with particular emphasis on the psychological factors in the choice of a career. I will suggest that creating more options for all individuals is a way to move away from alienation towards liberation, and I would like to try to clarify the dynamics of this change process by looking at some of the forces which stand in the way of increasing options, and some of the currents which suggest that the status quo can, and indeed must, give way.

I realize that there are many problems that have psychological consequences in the choice of a career, and I am reluctant to be seeming to ignore such important issues as the restrictions put on people by virtue of religion, race, nationality, age and all the other ways that societies have for putting people down. I trust that some of these issues will come up here later, and some will be dealt with by others also. I will deal largely with the issue of limitations imposed on individuals by virtue of the sexual apparatus with which they are born. This is, of course, a universal situation, and involves two groups of people - of about equal numbers - who have, in most societies developed, over time, an hierarchical relationship with deeply ingrained psychological consequences for both. This is true, of course, for all stereotyping and imposed restrictions: there are serious psychological consequences for all.

Presented in Quebec at Laval University on August 22, 1973 at the Fifth World Congress of the International Assoc. for Educ. and Voc. Educ.
The title of my paper is purposely cryptic and indeed contains many possibilities for understanding how work and the individual have been and can be related. In order to emphasize the limits and negative sanctions put on individuals, I have said that I would speak of various options for men and women to combine work and marriage. This forces us to deal from the start with the fact that, although the options for both men and women have been limited, the options for women are drastically more limited. However, since a man and a woman in a marriage are a system, changing any part of that system must inevitably lead to changes in the whole system, and must deal with the resistances to change which are often set off in the second person. And since any two-person relationship is also part of a larger, societal system and has some effect on the total system, we will need to examine the resistances from the larger system to any change in its subsystems.

In other words, we shall have to deal with individual, interpersonal and societal questions if we are to understand how to increase for the individual opportunities for liberation and decrease the problem of alienation. I am assuming, of course, that we are agreed that liberation is the preferred mode of existence and that the quality of our lives would be enhanced by such a development.

For a long time now, the most important decision a man can make has been the life work he will choose; for a woman, what man’s offer of marriage she will accept. For a man, his work takes him out of the home; for a woman, her work is in the home. Taking care of the house and the children are considered the most important concerns of any woman, no matter what her talents, inclinations, or
education. Men are supposed to be rational, competitive, aggressive and successful in their work. Women are supposed to be emotional, passive, dependent, and nurturant. Thus normally it takes two adults to maintain one career - the man's. And it is required that the man maintain his private family, and provide for all their material needs. This is the standard version of the two-person career. If the wife works - and as a matter of fact many women do work, most because they have to, financially - her work outside the home is always considered secondary to her responsibilities in the home. Even in professional dual career families, the 2-career persons, it is almost invariably the woman who is responsible for making the provisions that make it possible for her to leave the house: hire a housekeeper, find a substitute if a sitter or housekeeper does not show up, be responsible for maintaining the ongoing maintenance functions of a family: birthdays, etc.

It is taken for granted that women, by nature, are better able to perform the menial and nonrewarding chores that are required in our lives. Particularly in a country like the United States, it is assumed that children must have their natural mother with them all of the time, and anything less than that leads to feelings of guilt for the mother should anything go wrong, now or in the future.

Thus the myths that keep women in their homes make them live vicariously thru their husbands, and their children. And the woman/wife/mother becomes the guardian of the emotional life of the family. This both limits her development and makes her very powerful. She can give or withhold that part of the resources of others that makes life meaningful and human. Men, on the other hand, give up
that part of themselves and accept that it is the woman's role to supply expressive behavior, their role to supply instrumental behavior as the sociologist Talcott Parsons has described it. Or, as Chodorow has said: woman's life is being, men's doing.

Thus both men and women are alienated from a part of themselves. Rather than recognizing the duality of human existence, that both sexes have what are called masculine and feminine impulses (that is that both can be intelligent and emotional, competitive and collaborative, aggressive and nurturant, autonomous and dependent, active and passive), we have forced each sex to specialize and cultivate only one set of characteristics and deny the other. This makes for alienation within the individual, and polarizes the sexes making communication between them more difficult.

We have come to think that the way things are is a function of human nature, that this is the way things must be. But a look at history would help rid us of this misconception. Recently, more and more information is finding its way into print to remind us and inform us that much of our understanding about the sexes is based on myths, not facts.

There is increasingly available both speculation and evidence that up until five to eight thousand years ago, women were 'the first sex', that matriarchy rather than patriarchy was the rule. This early society was classless, there was communal ownership of production, there was no coercive state apparatus, and the family was not the basic unit but rather the tribe and the clan. Sexually, women were free as were men, and children were cared for by all, not
owned by their parents. As Bachofen tells us, the child bearing
function was the source of power, and, as Briffault says, they
were producers of goods as well. All activities but hunting and
warring were carried on by women. No woman was dependent on one
man; no child on one mother or father.

Then 6–8 thousand years ago this began to break down, and we
have moved from tribal communes to separate clans to extended
families (as on old time farms) to the nuclear family, the family
as we know it which dates only from about the late 17th century.
Thus, with the accumulation of surplus wealth, patriarchal values
developed to insure that wealth stayed 'in the family' which required
also monogamous marriages so that the father could be sure of the
paternity of his children. Women went from producer to dependent.
Law and religion made it a natural obligation and duty for the
individual man to support his family.

With the industrial revolution came the further separation of
house and work: men went out to work, women stayed home to keep
house, and the nuclear family developed its hold on the breadwinner
to support this unit. So communal membership and communal care of
children were left behind with matriarchal values, and so was the
family as a self-centained unit. Now production and consumption
were separated, and the work that women did came to be seen as not
valuable because it had no monetary value. And pater families owned
his wife along with his children and slaves.

In any case, it came to be that, particularly in industrialized
society, the man was the breadwinner, and the woman the keeper of
the house and children. Marriage and child bearing and child rearing
became woman's full time work; running the world became man's work.
Specialization of work and function became increasingly exaggerated.

As Roszak and Roszak say: (pp vii and viii)

"He is playing masculine. She is playing feminine.
He is playing masculine because she is playing feminine. She
is playing feminine because he is playing masculine.
He is playing the kind of man that she thinks the kind of woman
she is playing ought to admire. She is playing the kind of woman
that he thinks the kind of man he is playing ought to desire.
If he were not playing masculine, he might well be more feminine
than she is - except when she is playing very feminine. If she were
not playing feminine, she might well be more masculine than he is -
except when he is playing very masculine.
So he plays harder. And she plays...softer.
He wants to make sure that she could never be more masculine
than he. She wants to make sure that he could never be more feminine
than she. He therefore seeks to destroy the femininity in himself.
She therefore seeks to destroy the masculinity in herself.
She is supposed to admire him for the masculinity in him that
she fears in herself. He is supposed to desire her for the femininity
in her that he despises in himself.
He desires her for her femininity which is his femininity, but
which he can never lay claim to. Since he may only love his own
femininity in her, he envies her femininity. She admires him for
his masculinity which is her masculinity, but which she may never lay
claim to. Since she may only love her own masculinity in him, she
envies him his masculinity.
The envy poisons their love.
He, coveting her unattainable femininity, decides to punish her.
She coveting his unattainable masculinity, decides to punish him.
He denigrates her femininity - which he is supposed to desire and
which he really envies - and becomes more aggressively masculine.
She feigns disgust at his masculinity - which she is supposed to
admire and which she really envies - and becomes more fastidiously
feminine. He is becoming less and less what he wants to be. She is
becoming less and less what she want to be. But now he is more manly
than ever, and she is more womanly than ever.
Her femininity, growing more dependently supine, becomes con-
temptible. His masculinity, growing more oppressively domineering,
becomes intolerable. At last she loathes what she has helped his
masculinity to become. At last he loathes what he has helped her
femininity to become.
So far, it has all been very symmetrical. But we have left one
thing out.
The world belongs to what his masculinity has become.
The reward for what his masculinity has become is power. The
reward for what her femininity has become is only the security which
his power can bestow upon her. If he were to yield to what her
femininity has become, he would be yielding to contemptible incompetence. If she were to acquire what his masculinity has become, she would participate in intolerable coerciveness.

She is stifling under the triviality of her femininity. The world is groaning beneath the terrors of his masculinity.

He is playing masculine. She is playing feminine.

How do we call off the game?"
The changes that are needed cannot be brought about by individuals; there must be societal sanctions and supports. The most glaring fact that we must deal with now is the problem of sexual stereotyping, i.e. the most important determinant of what an individual will learn, can become, and will be circumscribed by is the presence or absence of a penis or a womb, and what that signifies psychologically in terms of options and negative sanctions. For the one possessing the womb, getting married and having children represent the prescribed accomplishments; passivity and dependence, the accepted psychological characteristics. For the one possessing the penis, the requirements are finding an occupation, and being achievement oriented and aggressive. The psychological implications of this accidental fact of birth takes precedence over all other characteristics of the individual.

I will talk first about the United States, with which I am most familiar from personal experience; and then expand that by utilizing the work of other researchers. Every day, children are socialized by their parents, by their schools, by the media, through the books they read -- by all the socialization agents that have a stake in keeping people in their places by gender. Instead of recognizing the duality of human existence, and utilizing both one's masculine and one's feminine impulses - (according to Bakan these tendencies are called 'agency' and 'communion'; the one, a tendency to overcome, the other a tendency to join with) - instead, we have channeled people into sex role behaviors, accomplishments, and lives. Thus most individuals are alienated from themselves: women from their assertive, intellectual, rational, competitive, striving selves; men from their emotional, caring for others, acknowledging dependency, collabora-
tive feminine selves. Instead of a dialectic, there is polarization, both within the self and between the self and the other.

From the moment of birth, we begin to handle boys and girls differently: smile at one, bounce the other; dress one in pink and the other in blue to be sure that they are responded to properly by others, etc. The end result is two categories of people: both accepting limitations; but for one, the seeming rewards are more striking.

We go on to develop elaborate social science theories to explain the status quo such as Parsons's theory of instrumental and expressive behavior being representative of males and females, and Freud's theory of sexuality. But it would appear that society invents the kind of human nature it needs for its purposes as social learning theorists and others are beginning to demonstrate.

If maleness and femaleness are so natural, why are there so many sanctions to insure conformity?

We must acknowledge that social scientists, like other human beings, exist in the context of their societies, and many so-called theoretical explanations are based on limited perspective, not on facts. Up until very recently, the kind of research that would begin to give us the answers we need has not been done. For now, it seems abundantly clear that people are shaped by their cultures to be whatever the culture needs. Thus in time of war and labor shortages, women are seen as able to work at many kinds of jobs, and day-care centers, wage incentives, and other supports are provided. When they are not needed, they are encouraged and indeed forced to return to their homes to do their womanly, anatomy-in-denial jobs.
The title of this paper was purposely ambiguous because there are many ways that any two individuals have worked out their work and marriage relationship, that two people can agree on an arrangement that is more or less satisfactory to both. But for most people, these arrangements are not choices; they are prescribed and accepted however unwillingly.

Are men going to have to meet these standards? Are women going to remain 'the second sex'? Or is it no longer necessary to accept certain assumptions about men and women, and their separate spheres so that there can be individual choice rather than conformity to patterns of behavior that are taken as givens. It is my suggestion that individuals must be freed from the restrictions of socialization which limit their options unnecessarily: limitations based on myth, on convenience, on fear, on social pressure and expectation. Is the division of labor based on biology as Freud, the church, Madison Avenue and the media have been telling us, or is it based on mythology; and is it a form of oppression that, like all oppression, must be seen as political and dealt with as such.

Surely if it were a matter of being natural that men went out to work and women stayed at home, there would scarcely need to be so many rules and regulations to ensure that this would happen. Rather it has been convenient, after a certain point in history, to set people up in their single unit families dependent on the man's earnings, and the man in turn dependent on the woman's emotional nurturance. The man's career choice is often left up to his talents and his training; the woman's is determined for her when she is born. He is destined to work; she is destined to bear children and keep house.
But some men and some women have begun to recognize that this is not a law of nature, but a rule of man. And they have begun to make changes in their life styles. Some men have begun to recognize that they enjoy being nurturant, and caring, and thoughtful of others, up until now considered the sphere of women; and some women have begun to recognize that they are persistent, and strong, and have ideas they would like to deal with in the real world outside the house, and they are finding ways to do that without having to consider themselves abnormal, masculine or sick.

In other words, we are beginning to see that the sexism and sexual stereotyping, not nature, have set the rules by which people are living unhappily, and these things are beginning to be challenged.

I think we can be too easily misled by the exceptions - by the few men and women who are making it without conforming. The price is very high for both the individual exceptions, and for the society that places the restrictions. Always some members of a minority group, even a caste, have been able to make it in a system that excludes most of their members. This does not make the system acceptable, and indeed it is not obviously meeting the needs of many people. Signs that the system is not working include the abuse of drugs and alcohol, the rising rate of divorce, the many kinds of drop-outs and countercultures, runaway children, mental illness, the dissatisfaction of large numbers of workers, and so forth: all signs of alienation.

In addition, not too long ago the life span was shorter, many children who were born did not reach adulthood, and many more people had to work long hours just to make a survival
living. Now the need to limit population, and the fact that people live longer and do not have to work such long hours, all combine to mean that women no longer can be asked to commit their lives to raising children. And since most paid work does not any longer provide a sense of self-worth that it was supposed to, men also are beginning to question their options, the restrictions and expectations placed on them. Indeed many dropouts from the system are successful men between the ages of 35 and 45.

For men, the paid labor force has been dropping somewhat; for women, it has been rising somewhat; but for neither has there been increased satisfaction. A task force report to HEW tells us that work should not damage or degrade; should interest and satisfy; should use many skills and provide a chance to learn new skills; should enhance other life roles such as parenthood, and should provide goods and services. This is certainly not true for many jobs or even careers. Both want more options and more satisfaction.

Women are tired of being asked why they want a career; men would like to be asked why they want a career. Given the variety of ways that work could be a part of one’s life, there are many variations on the theme of my title IF psychological barriers can be taken away, and social supports provided. So a 2-person career can mean - as it often does now - one person in paid employment, the other at home. But it could mean the woman going out to work, the man staying home. Or it could mean alternating over a period of years. Or it could be 2 people sharing one job, with all the benefits of a full time job and only half the work for each.

As for two career persons: it can mean dual career fami-
lies with true sharing at home. Or it can mean that individuals, both men and women, will have 2 or more careers in a lifetime: just as now men retire early from business or the military and turn to a service profession; just as women go back to work after spending 10 or more years at home with the children. Others could have a series of careers.

But the combinations are much greater than that: we need to recognize that, for different individuals, work can mean different things at different stages of life. So we need more flexibility, and we need to think of a lifetime as containing cycles of work-leisure-education. The rigidity of our traditional expectations must go.

All of this means changing our attitudes from should or must to would like to or can. Difference in choices would be encouraged, not punished. What fantasy do you have about what you would like to be doing 5 years from now? What is standing in your way: your own feelings? your spouse? society? What permissions do you need??

Obviously, there are societal structures which must support social changes, and at the same time, people meeting together need to raise their consciousness and dare to change without feeling they will be condemned, chastised, punished, considered ill, insane, or irresponsible. This is the way to liberation; to put off these societal and group supports can only lead to further frustration and alienation. Even with support it will be difficult to overcome the attitudes we acquire even before we can speak: e.g. that mothers are soft and warm and always there; that fathers take care of us and protect us from the outside world. Truly terror strikes at many as these myths are challenged. Who will take care of the children, who will provide emotional support for the father, who will provide the money and the protection??
Most social controls are informal. The messages however are very clear: To women: be feminine; be a mother; do not think, do not lead. To men: be a man; be strong; be brave; be responsible; work. In many places both are urged to marry. For the woman, this means further restrictions about what she can do. Even if she does go to work, she must choose from limited 'feminine' occupations, and limited rewards. Even in Sweden, where many social supports are provided, still there are 'women's' occupations; and 'men's' occupations. An oft-cited statistic that in Russia 4 out of 5 physicians are women is misleading: of the prestigious positions among physicians, 4 out of 5 are men!

We can classify societies by the range of options offered to both sexes, and look to see whether there are child care facilities, paid maternity leaves, tax benefits for 2 career families, alternative modes for hours of work, level and type of promotions, no differentiation between masculine and feminine occupations, etc. We can also classify families according to how non-sex-role-related the functions are, and the range of options offered and allowed, without regard to sex, for the children as well as the parents. We will find then that there can be societal support with or without family support; and there can be family support with or without societal support for non-sex-role-related choices. Real liberation would mean no imposed sex-role requirements.

These social controls are so strong and so subtle that, even when there is societal and family sanctions, and even when women can enter 'masculine' occupations, they choose to special-
ize in the less prestigious areas of a profession, and hardly ever reach the top levels. It is a vicious cycle: women have a lower level of aspiration, there is a poor support system, their level of aspiration is lowered further, etc. And even if they escape this first set of socialization barriers, they get the boring jobs or the most tedious tasks in the professions.

I am sure we could brainstorm here today to find ways to meet the problems that would be raised if we could imagine all people having all options. But of course we cannot know all the possibilities; we cannot foretell the synergistic and serendipitous benefits — i.e. the changes brought about by change.

The biggest psychological problem to overcome is the belief that women are weak, passive, dependent, accommodating, and born to be mothers. And the belief that men are strong, aggressive, independent, competitive and born to be breadwinners. For women, we must overcome the fear of success; for the men, fear of failure. We know how to do many of the things that would make a difference: we know that if children get independence training and mastery thinking, they learn to think analytically. We know that differential treatment by the father is especially important in the way boys and girls differ and that often, if we find achievement oriented women, they had encouraging fathers. We know that boys learn to mold the world; and girls to be molded by it. We know that in psychological testing, individual differences are greater than sex differences.

So, besides getting over those restricting attitudes about males and females, we must also recognize that there are other acceptable personal life styles besides the 2-person marriage, with children, living in a single household, and respon-
sible presumably for all of its own problems.

It will require legal changes as well so that women are recognized as individuals in their own right; so that tax benefits can be given; so that new style communal families can live together, and so forth.

Well, shall we catch your breath and see where to go from here. We have seen that there are psychological barriers to free choice of careers, and societal barriers. We have seen that this is not a law of human nature, but of man-made nature. And we have seen that there are both resistances to change, and dissatisfactions which presage change. Now I would like to take us one step further.

Having looked at some of the barriers to free choice that have been put on people, what can we say about the future of work if these barriers were to be overcome? Fred Bost has edited a book by that name which is an exciting collection of ideas by various individuals who deal with such provocative thoughts as the meaning of work throughout history, an emerging synthesis of work and education, the idea of guaranteed income so that we can move towards post-economic motivation, and the future meanings of work.

As we have seen before, we ought to expect and plan for diversity. We cannot of course foresee major dramatic breakthroughs, but at least for now we can still think of work as a part of the life of an individual, and define it as goal-oriented human activity. Historically work has moved from a drudgery to a calling, and for economic man, an end in itself. Now Herman Kahn and Anthony Wiener tell us that we may look for-
ward to a range of attitudes towards work with different basic values to be fulfilled by work: (p. 52)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic attitude toward work as:</th>
<th>Basic additional value fulfilled by work:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. interruption</td>
<td>short run income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. job</td>
<td>long term income; some work-oriented values (one works to live)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. occupation</td>
<td>exercise and mastery of gratifying skills; some satisfaction of achievement oriented values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. career</td>
<td>participating in an important activity or program; much satisfaction of work-oriented, achievement-oriented values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. vocation (calling)</td>
<td>self-identification and self-fulfillment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. mission</td>
<td>near fanatic or single-minded focus on achievement or advancement (one lives to work)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

They conclude that it will probably be difficult to get people to do demanding work that requires long and arduous training, or working under difficult, dangerous and frustrating conditions although cutting the hours of work down drastically (e.g. a 4-hour work day) may make up for this. Still they predict that "Yet, at the same time, skilled, personal services requiring irreducible quantities of human time, training, and talent would become both absolutely and relatively expensive. Thus there would probably still be a very strong demand for, and probably also a much expanded supply of expensive and skilled professionals, managers, entrepreneurs, artisans, technicians and artists—for the most part, the well-educated upper middle class. This group may well be much too busy and well rewarded to be alienated." (p. 154)

So, while some people are demanding and will demand the
right to work at jobs, which they have been denied, others may now choose not to work for money, and certainly may choose a job over a career. Again we must remind ourselves that work can now be thought of as only one part of an individual's life, and for many not even a central part.

Earlier I said that I would like to explore with you the factors involved in change, and we have seen that resistance to change—both in the individual and his/her interpersonal and societal supports—is a very important factor. Our habitual ways of behaving become very comfortable, and change—especially forced change—is seen as very threatening. The more basic the attitudes we are trying to change, the more threatening the change may be seen. We have seen also that one of the important factors in facilitating change is that the present system does not meet the psychological needs of large numbers of people.

As long as each individual thought it was a personal problem, she/he suffered alone and accommodated, fled into ill- ness, took out his/her aggressions on spouse and children, expected more from the closest relationship—marriage—than could be met, looked to one's career for satisfaction (but did not receive human, emotional rewards there), and increasingly felt alienated, dissatisfied, and often worthless.

We have seen how at this time a combination of factors has coalesced to produce this time of great change. Now, along with accumulating knowledge and increasing affluence, there is increased awareness and over larger numbers of people beginning to be a critical mass: a large enough concerned group to keep pressing for change and to become models of alternative ways of coping and living in less alienated, more liberated ways. It
would be very misleading to write this off as 'the woman's problem' and think that moving towards 'equal rights' meaning equal pay for equal work and measures like that would solve the problem. It is rather a human liberation problem, and demands qualitative not quantitative changes.

As the basic needs of human beings are met, so-called higher needs become prepotent and must be satisfied. So as survival becomes less a problem for human beings, growth needs become more important. They are no longer content to automatically pursue their jobs as their central concern; rather they begin to look for ways of increasing their consciousness, their awareness of those other parts of themselves which have for so long been neglected. Obviously retreat to the suburbs, escape through the abuse of drugs and alcohol, unlimited sex, spectator sports, and war have not been able to provide a lasting answer either. So we see that the old system does not work; and we cannot go back to any 'golden age'; we must instead cope in the present and plan for the future. Trial and error experimentation have been providing us with some alternatives. Intentional changes through supports provided by society are also called for, and those of us here are an influential part of our society and can facilitate the implementation of these needed supports. This will include informal support of those individuals and small groups that are already prepared for change and trying to live out alternatives, as well as formal support through legislation and other societal changes.

All of us of course are embedded in our cultures and our experiences, and it requires rather remarkable feats to find ways to gain perspective on issues which concern us today: work,
marriage, family; psychological factors in the choice of a career; alienation or liberation. There are, as Guillermo-Ramos tells us, parenthetical people: those who managed to escape the repressive socialization which most people do not escape. And so, some people can get beyond the limitations imposed by having grown up and lived with the myths of their society, and the rewards and punishments which help to maintain the status quo, and meet the needs and expectations of those in power.

Probably some of us here would identify with these parenthetical people as we examine the options available to women and men in relation to their careers. I know there are times when I feel that I have managed to stand aside, perhaps on the shoulders of some others who have some insights to offer, and I can catch a glimpse of how things might be, can be - and can share this glimpse with others, as I have tried to do today. There are other times when I am more discouraged, and need to look to others to sustain my faith and perspective. I hope we shall have shared some insights and experiences today which help us to sustain our faith in individual and social change, moving from alienation towards liberation.

It is on a note of optimism that I will come to the end of this talk in the next few minutes. I believe it is probably an inevitable development that societies will move towards more equalitarian based relationships among men and women, among people, with more equal opportunities for all and more personal freedom to select among more options. That will be true for the long run. Nevertheless, in the short run, it will require active efforts to effect attitude changes that lead to cooperation between
women and men, among people, to overcome the barriers that have for so long existed. This requires individual and social change since it is both a personal problem and a social issue. We must avoid simply taking on and extending the values of the dominant group, but rather must integrate the best parts of all: collaboration and competition, passivity and activity, emotions and rational thinking, independence and dependence, and so forth - so that individuals are no longer alienated within themselves by denying parts of themselves, and are not alienated from each other by polarizing their differences.

It will take the efforts of all of us to counteract centuries of role-related behaviors which have come to be accepted as 'natural' and to facilitate the liberation of individuals from the prescribed and proscribed options. We need to see the future as an opportunity to move from a survival orientation to one of abundance and prepare ourselves psychologically to welcome instead of fear such changes. We need to support diversity and flexibility; we need to see change as continuous and yet know that there can be stability without rigidity. For the individual and for society: the fewer the options, the more the restriction, the greater the alienation: people are shut off and shut out: the fewer the restriction, the greater the options, the greater likelihood of liberation. The choice is ours.
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